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One of the great new features of Google's Android 10 update, which is currently live on all Pixel devices and the growing list of other Android phones, is the Dark Theme. It's essentially a dark mode for the entire device that flips the color palette of all menus and almost every native Google app, including YouTube and Chrome. It also
works with some third-party apps such as Instagram and Reddit - expect the list of supported apps to expand over time too. So why is this a big deal? Given that your screen is your phone's biggest battery leak, pumping out less light should give you more time between charges. Google claims a dark theme can reduce energy
consumption by a significant amount, depending on the screen technology of the device you are using. (Image credit: Google) Google also says the Dark Theme improves visibility for users who are sensitive to bright light, or those with low vision. Also, it is usually a good practice to avoid the blatant phone screen in low light and at night,
so it may be worth shaking it off in the evening. Finally, some people just prefer darker to look for their phone, and so might prefer to have it running all the time. The dark theme is just one small part of Android 10, and it will also be available in future updates such as Android 11 and beyond. We're here to show you how to use a dark
theme on your Android device, and if you follow the steps below, you'll be able to do it with ease. Can you phone get Android dark mode? This list is constantly expanding as more phone companies release Android 10 on their devices, so your smartphone may soon have a native Dark Theme too. How long will you have to wait, though?
Wonder. Many flagship phones already have Android 10 up and running, but some older or cheaper devices may not be able to get upgrades yet. To see which version of your Android software works, check out our how to download guide below: How to download Android 10 - and see if you can get it It's also worth remembering that,
while only some phones have Android 10 right now, some user interfaces provide alternative dark mode simulations that you can use. How to activate Dark Mode Android 10 You have three ways to include the Dark Theme and we will work through them all below, step by step. Method 1: Change the settings of the SystemImage 1 of 2
(Image: Google)Image 2 of 2 (Image: Google) You can include the Dark Theme directly from the settings of the system. All you have to do is Click the settings icon - it's a little cog in the retractable bar notifications - then click Display. You'll see a switch for a dark theme: click to activate it and you then get it up and running. Method 2: Fast
settingsIf you don't want to scroll through the settings every time you need a dark theme, there's a much faster option that involves pinning it to quick settings that have great tiles that are that When you eat your bar notifications. To add a dark theme to the quick settings, pull the bar notifications until you see a large mesh of tiles. You may
have to move twice to the notification bar - you want it to look like the picture below. Then tap the pen icon at the bottom of the box Image 1 of 2 (Image credit: Google)Image 2 of 2 (Image credit: Google) This will open a separate batch of icons you can add to the tiles (click directly on the image above to see how it looks). Hold and drag
the Dark Theme icon to the top folder, along with Wi-Fi, airplane mode, and Battery Saver icons, as shown above (the Dark Topic icon is in the upper right direction). If you drop it at the top of the grid, it will also appear in the thin bar icon that appears the first time you drag down your bar notifications. (Image credit: Google) Click Back to
get out. Now you can turn on the dark theme by pulling down the bar notifications and clicking the icon. Method 3 (Pixel phones only): Battery saving mode on Pixel phones, choosing Battery Saver mode from the drop notification bar automatically includes the Dark Theme. Keep in mind that you also activate all other battery-saving
features, which means you disable your location and some background processes, so you only really want to use this if you have little juice. Now that you've activated The Dark Theme, you can enjoy your new look and perhaps improved battery life. Dark Theme will automatically apply itself to Google's native apps, including Gmail,
YouTube and Google Photos. (Image Credit: Google) It will also work with a growing number of third-party apps, although some may require an extra step at your end. For example, in the Reddit app, you need to set up Automatic Night Mode on Follow the system in the app settings menu. If your favorite apps aren't getting dark on their
own, scroll through their settings to see if you can apply it yourself. With the arrival of smartphones and tablets on the market, games have become more sophisticated to meet the improved specification of devices to deliver uncompromising entertainment to users, hence the growth of HD games. Here's a list of some of the best HD
games for Android:1 users. Pinball HD for Tegra ($2.99) The classic Windows game made it the first for iOS and won the 2010 Apple Design Award in Games. The Android version, compatible with the famous NVIDIA Tegra processor, boasts realistic and detailed graphics and claims to be the best version on any device.2 Adventure
Tintin ($6.99) If you liked and liked the movie, then gameloft movie tie-in app is a must-go. Unravel unicorn secrets with amazing animation and motion detection, all in HD. Good news, the latest update now supports devices running on Sandwich Ice Cream.3. Fieldrunners HD ($2.99)Take ($2.99)Take For plants vs zombies to the next
level with this tower defense game on Android and finish an astounding 400 waves through 4 unique battles. It also has awards under its tower: TIME magazine's Top 10 Game of the Year and Gizmodo's Top Must-Have Games, among many others. GRave Defense HD (free) Here's another tower defense game available exclusively to
Android users for free! Without any charges, play up to 37 rounds of strategy and survival, following his post-apocalyptic plot. The game is extremely addictive, even if you are fighting with mountain creatures such as mutated zombies and monsters. Air Attack HD Part 1 (Free) Gameplay and Graphics rule this Android top air combat
shooting game in real time physics, special effects, and wide weapons. If you think 3 missions and 3 difficulty modes are too short, head to the market, which also sells Air Attack HD Part 2 ($1.89) and its full version ($2.89). Cordy (free) With this little robot making it into the New York Times Top 10 Best Games of 2011, helping power the
little world Cordy might be worth it. The free version, available on the market, contains a 4 level puzzle that gives an idea of why it #1 app in the United States, among other countries.7 Farm Tower HD (free) For the free HD app, Farm Tower works well with 4.5 out of 5 star reviews. Help the animals down their towers and pass through
blocks in an overwhelming 100 different levels. It's also connected to OpenFeint, which means you can compare your performance with other players.8 Beer Pong HD (free) If Angry Birds finally bored you, Beer Pong HD is another realistic physics game you can try by taking after official rules in the Beer Pong World Series (so your time
champion is legit here). Bonus: It has multiplayer rounds, so play with friends online or pass and play style.9. Anomaly Warzone Earth HD ($3.99)Tower defense game is too basic, so how about a tower offense game? Upgrade weapons, destroy towers, destroy alien invaders- it's actually the same, except that you are on the attacking
side and this game is nominated for IGN Best Mobile Strategy Game Award.10. Triple Stack HD (free) Our eternal favorite game, Solitaire, takes on a new form with Triple Stack (or Tri Tower, Pyramid Solitaire, or Three Peaks), where you have to clear towers and remove cards with higher or lower value cards. A similar version of the
same developer, Tri Peaks HD, is also available in Market.How about you, what are your favorite HD games on Android? Let us know in the comments section below. I love Halloween. This is my second favorite holiday just for Christmas, but holds a special place in my heart because I back-to-back goodness from my birthday and then,
24 hours later, all the goodness Halloween brings. People on DualBoot games (creators of other live wallpapers as Garden HD) have whipped another one for us, this time all haunted and spooky, just in time for Halloween. It's called Haunted House HD, and as far as live wallpapers go, despite being sensitive, it's probably one of the most
detailed I've come across. From the moment you pop open a live wallpaper selector and choose Haunted House HD, the Halloween vibe will wash over you. The camera pans the spooky house, shrouded in mist as the light flickers on and off intermittently. Jack-o-lanterns guard the doorway and frightening messages appear above the
door in blood. Everything is pretty smooth, despite the fact that so much is going on. The door opens and closes on its own, while the camera sweeps back, the lights turn on, showing a silhouette in the window, and the flag on the mailbox moving up and down on its own will. If you want to go inside the house, you'll have to go to a fully
loaded menu setting and change the look of the camera. Inside the house is just as (if not more) busy than the former. The light continues to flicker, the fire is pale, ghostly blue, and pictures of the skull are superimposed on the subject's face. The ethereal steps pulse and disappear on the floor, and strange breezes sucks the chandalier
around. It's a lot to take, but it's still great fun. Back to the settings menu when I said loaded, I meant it. You can choose the kind of camera, set the name for the mailbox and doorway, choose the kind of person you want for the pumpkin, and individually turn on or off every variable wallpaper has to offer. If you feel like getting into the
festive spirit, Haunted House HD is $1.99 in the Android Market. We have more photos and download links after the break. Break. dark souls 3 wallpaper android hd
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